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CONTINUOUS AND LINEAR SELECTIONS FOR
THE METRIC PROJECTION

SUNG Ho PARK

1. Introduction

A linear subspace M of a normed linear space X is called proximinal
(resp. Chebyshev) if, for each x in X, the set of best approximations
to x from M,

PM(x) : = {yEM: Ilx-YII=infllx-mll}'
mEM

is nonempty (resp. a singleton). The set-valued mapping PM : X~
2M thus defined is called the metric projection onto M. A selection
for PM or a metric selection for M is a function s: X~M such that
sex) EPM(x) for all xEX. In this paper, we are mainly interested in
selections which are also continuous or linear.

Let H (M) denote the collection of all nonempty, closed, bounded
and convex subsets of M. It is well-known that if M is proximinal,
then PM : X~H(M) and PM is homogeneous, i. e., PM (ax) =aPM(x)
for all xEX and aER, and PM is additive, i. e., PM(x+m) =PM(x)
+m for all xEX and mEM.

A selections s for PM is said to be:
homogeneous if s(ax) =as(x), xEX, aER,

additive if s(x+m) =s(x) +m, xEX, mEM.
Finally, the kernel of the metric projection PM is the set

Ker PM: = {XEX : OEPM(x)}.
Now we can outline some of the main results of this paper. In

section 2, we give general results for continuous seleection from [5J.
In Section 3, consider the space L 1= L 1 (T, d, p.) of the functions on

the measure space (T, d, p.). For an n-dimensional subspace M of L 1

which has a basis {Y1>Yz,"',Yn} satisfying p. {supp(Yj) nsupp(Yj)} =0
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for all i =1=j, we proved the following result. P M has a continuous
selection if and only if each Xj satisfies the Lazar condition.

In Seciton 4, we study the linear metric projection on Lp=Lp(T, d,
p,). By using the results from [7J, for an n-dimensional subspace M
of Lp we proved the following result. P M is linear if and only if
there exists a basis {mb m2, ···,mnJ of M such that supp(mi) is purely
atomic and contains at most two atoms.

In Section 5, for an n-dimensional subspace M of L 1 we prove the
following theorem by using results in [lJ and [7J. PM has a linear
selection if and only if there exists a basis {mb m2, •.., mnJ of M such
that supp(mi) contains an atom A.. for i=l, 2, ..., n so that

IIm;II~2Im;(A;)p,(Ai)I and mi(Aj ) =0 for i=l=j.
In Section 6, we learn something from the proof of Theorem 11 III

[7J.

2. General theorem

A subset N of X is called homogeneous if aNeN for each a E R.
H M is a proximinal subspace of X and N is a subset (not necessarily
a subspace) of X, we will write X=M$N to mean that each xEX
has a unique representation as x=m+n, where mEM and nEN.

Recall that the quotient map Q=QM : X---+X/ M defined by Q(x) =x
+M, is linear, IIQ(x) 11 ~lIxll for every x, and IIQxll = IIxll for each
xEKerPM •

We can now characterize when the metric projection has a continuous
selection which is additive modulo M.

THEOREM 2.1. [5J Let M be a proximinal subspace of a Banach space
X. The following are ~quivalent:

(1) PM has a continuous sel~~tion;

(2) PM has a continuous selection which is homogeneous and additive
modulo M;

(3) Ker PM contains a closed homogeneous subset N such that X=M
(f)N and the mapping s(m+n) =m is continuous;

(4) KerPM contains a closed homogeneous subset N such that QIN is a
homeomorphism between N and X/M.

CoROLLARY 2.2. [5J Let M be a Chebyshev subspace of a normed space
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X. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) PM is continuous;
(2) (Q IKerP) -1 is continuous.

REMARKS. (1) In [lJ, we can find characterization of subspaces of
a normed linear space whose metric projection has a linear selection.

(2) We can find more informations of general results of continuous,
and Lipschitz continuous selections in [5].

3. Continuous selections in L I

Let (T, d, f.l) be a measure space and L I=LI(T, d, f.L) denote the
space of all real-valued measurable functions x on T which are inte
grable and having the norm

Ilxll: =fT1x(t) Idf.L.

An atom is a set A E d such that 0<f.L (A) <00 and if BEd, Bc A,
then either J.1. (B) =0 or f.l (B) = J.1. CA). A measurable subset E of T is
called purely atomic if E is (up to a set of measure zero) a union of
atoms. Any measurable function x is constant a. e. (f.L) on an atom
A. We will write xCA) for this value. For xELh the support of x
and zero set of x are defined (up to a set of measure zero) by
suppx= {tE T : xCt) :;t:0} and Z(x) =T\suppx= {tE T : xCt) =O}.

DEFINITION 3.1. [3J Let yELl (T). We say that Y satisfies the Lazar
condition if whenever A and B are disjoint measurable sets with A U B
=suppyand

fA Iyidf.L=Ss Iyidf.L,

then either A or B must be a finite union of atoms.

THEOREM 3.2. [3J Let yE L I\ {O}. Then Pry] has a continuous selection
if and only if y satisfies the Lazar condition.

THEOREM 3.3. Let YhY2,···,YnELI\{0} be such that f.L(SUpp(Yi)n
supp(Yj» =0 if i:;t:j. Then P[Yl'Y2' ···'Yn] has a continuous selection if
and only if Yh Y2, ···Yn satisfy the Lazar condition.

Proof. We proceed by induction.
( i) n = 1. By Theorem 3. 2, it holds.
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(ii) Assume that P[Yl'Y2••••• Yk] has a continuous selection if and only
if Y10 Y2, "', Yk satisfy the Lazar condition.

(iii) We need to prove it for n=k+ L
Assume P[Yl'Y2•••• , YH1J has a continuous selection, say s. Then for

each xELl (T), s(x)=afxYl+a2.1:Y2+,··+ak.1:Yk+af+1Yk+l' Define SI: Ll
4[y1o Y2, '''YkJ and S2 : LC-+[Yk+lJ by

SI (x) =al.1:Yl+a2.1:Y2+ ••• +ak.1:Yk and S2 (x) =af+1Yk+l'

Then S(x) =SI(X) +S2(X). Let xn-x. Since S is continuous, IIsl(xn)
SI (x) 111+ IIS2(xn) -S2(X) Ih= lis (xn) -sex) Ih-D. Thus IIs1 (xn) -SI (x) 111
D and IIs2(xn) -S2(X) I!I-D. SO SI and S2 are continuous.

Claim : SI is a selection for

P[Yl.Y2... ·.Yk] : L~ IT-suPP(Yk+l)-[Y1o Y2, "', YkJ.

Let xE Ll l T-sUPP(YH1) = {ZE L l : z(supp (Yk+1)) =D}. Then

IIx - s(x)1!1---:-f Ix-,s(x)ld,u+f IS2(X) Id,u
T-supp (Yk+ I> JsUPP (Yk+ 1)

::;;;J.. jx-(alY1+a2Y2+"'+akYk) Id,u+f· lak+lYk+1!d,u
T-suPPCi+l)·· sUPP(Yk+J)

for any a10 a2, "', ak+l ER. If ak+l-O, then

f IX-SI (x) Id,u~J . \X-a1Yl-a2Y2-"'-akYk Id,u
T-supp(Yk+ I> T-suPP(Yk+l)

for any a1oa2, ···,akER. Thus for each xELI IT-suPP(YHO' Sl(x)E

P[Yl.Y2.... ,Yk] (x). By assumption, Y10 Y2, "', Yk satisfy the Lazar condi
tion. Similarly we can prove that S2 : LIITi~lsUPP(y;)-[Yk+1J is a selec-

tion for P[Y,i+l] : Lt! T-~ supp(y.)-2[YH1]. By theorem 3.2, Yk+1 satisfies
i-I' J

the Lazar condition.
Conversely, assume that Y10 Y2, "', Yk+1 satisfy the Lazar condition.

By (ii), P[Yl.Y2..... Yk] has a continuous selection, say SI' By Theorem
3.2, P[YHl] has a continuous selection, say S2'

Claim: S1+S2 is a continuous selection for P[Yl• .Y2.....Yk.YHl]. Since SI
and S2 are continuous, SI+S2 is continuous. It suffices to .prove that,
for each xE L10

SI (x) +S2(X) EP[Yl' Y2' ''',Yk.Yk+l] (x).
Since SI (x) EP[Yl.Y2..... Yk] (x),

II x - sl(x)1I1=f.l Ixldll+f. IX-Sl(X) Id,u
7'-.u supp(Y,) r-.u Supp(y,)
a~ s~

::;;; IIx-a1Y1-a2Y2-···-akYklll
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=f I Ixldp+fl IX-a lYl-a2Y2-"'-akYkl d p
T-!J SUPP(Yi) ,USUPP(Yi)

'-1 '-1

for any ah a2, "', akER. Thus

f l IX-Sl(X) Idp~fl jx-a lYl-a2Y2-"'-akYkl d p
i~,SUPP(Yi) i~,SUPP(Yi)

for any ah a2, "', akER. Similarly,

f jX-S2(X) Idp~f IX-ak+lYk+lldp
SUPP(YI+l) sUPP(YI+l)

for any ak+l ER. Then

Ilx-sl (x) -S2(X) III=fl IX-SI (X) Idp+f IX-ak+lYk+l!dp
\JSUPP(Yi) SUPP(YI+l)
'-1

+f 1+1 lxldp
T- U SUPP(Yi)

'-1

~fl IX- a lYl-a2Y2-"'-a kYkl d p
,U Supp(Yi).-1

+S \X-a k+lYk+1l d p+f 1+1 \x\dp
SUPP(YI+l) T- i~,SUPP(Yi)

= I\x-a lYl-a2Y2-"'-ak+lYk+llll

for any ah a2, "', ak+l ER. Thus
SI (X) +S2(X) EP[Yl'Y2..... YH1 ] (X).

COROLLARY 3.4. Let Yh Y2, "', YnEll\ {OJ be such that SUPP(Yi) nsupp
(Yj) =rj> if i =1= j. P[Yl' Y2..... Yn] has a continuous selection if and only if
Yh Y2, "', Yn satisfy the Lazar condition.

Because of the assumption on the supports of a basis, the above
theorem is not a complete characterization of those subspace having
continuous metric selections. This leads us to the next question: Is
there an intrinsic characterization of the n-dimensional (n> 1) subspa
ces of L 1 which have a continuous metric selection?

4. Linear selections in Lp

Let (T, d, f.J.) be a measure space, 1<P<oo, and let Lp=Lp(T, d,
p) denote the space of all real-valued measurable functions x on T
whose absolute pth power are integrable and whose norm is

Ilxll: =[fTlx(t) IPdpr/~
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F. Deutsch [lJ gave the following Theorem that is an intrinsic
characterization of those Xl E Lp\ {O} such that P[X1] is linear.

THEOREM 4.1. Cl] Let xIELp\ {o}, l<p<oo, and P=l=2. The follow·
ing statements are equivalent;

(1) p[xl] is linear;
(2) SUPP(XI) is purely atomic and contains at most two atoms.

when P=2, Lp is a Hilbert space, so for any closed subspace M,
PM is linear. We will therefore only be interested in the case when
P=l=2, i. e., when Lp is not a Hilbert space.

Let To denote the union of all atoms in (T, d, f.t).

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose M is an n-dimensional subspace of Lp, 1<
p<oo, p=I=2. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) PM is linear;
(2) There exist k disjoint subsets Bb B2, ... , Bk of To such that

k

M=(£;M;, where M; is either Lp(B;) or a hyperplane in Lp (B;) ;
i=l

(3) There exist 1+1 distinct subsets Bo, Bb ' .., B l of To such that M
l

=Lp(Bo)(£;(tt;M;) where M; is a hyperplane of Lp(B;);
i=l

(4) There exists a basis {mb m2, .. ', mn } of M such that supp (m;) is
purely atomic and contains at most two atoms.

Proof. (l){:}(2) is proved by P. -K. Lin [7J.
(2) ~ (3) Suppose (2) holds. Let tf5 be the collection of B; which

M;=Lp(B;). Put Bo= U B; and l=k-the number of sets in tf5. Then
B;EB

l

Lp (Bo) = (£; Lp(B;). Thus M=Lp(Bo)(£;(tt;M;) where M; is a hy-
B;EB . i=l

perplane of Lp (B;).
(3) => (4) Suppose (3) holds. If M=Lp(Bo), then Bo has n atoms,

say {AI> A 2, "., An}. Thus m;=XAi, i=l, 2, "., n. We may assume M
=1= Lp (Bo). For Lp(Bo) we can find a basis of Lp(Bo) consisting of
characteristic functions of each atom of Bo• It suffices to prove that
for M I there is a basis such that the support of each element of it is
purely atomic and contains at most two atoms. Since M I is finite
dimensional subspace, we can find a basis of M I such that the support
of each element of it is purely atomic because B I is purely atomic.
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By the elementary, property, we can find a basis for M 1 such that
the support of each element of it contain at most two atoms. Similarly,
we can find a basis of M; such that the support of each element of it
is purely atomic and contains at most two atoms. Therefore (4) holds.

(4) => (2) is easy to prove.

REMARK. F. Deutsch [lJ proved (l)~(4) when dim M=l. P.-K.
Lin [7J proved (1) ~ (2).

5. Linear selections in L 1

In this section, we give intrinsic characterizations of those finite
dimensional subspaces of L 1 whose metric projections admits linear
selections.

LEMMA 5.1. Let M be an n-dimensional subspace of L 1 (T). Suppose
that PM has a linear selection s and there exist an atom A and mo (*
0) E M such that

Imo(A),u(A) I~fT_Almo(t) \d,u.

Then the metric projection PM1 : L1 (T-A) ~ M 1 has a linear selection
where M 1 = {mEM : meA) =O}.

Proof. Let s be a linear selection for PM.
Define SI : L 1 (T-A) ~ M 1 by

SI (f) =s(f') sC::fl~) mo where f'= {t
Then SI IS well-defined since mo(A) *0.
s(f') (A)

mo(A) moEM and SI (j) (A) =0, SI (j) EM1• Since s is linear, SI

is linear. To show SI is a linear selection for PMI' we must show
that SI (j) EPM1 (j) for each fELl (T-A). Let fELl (T-A). Then

Ilf- sl (j) IIT\A= Ilf- (s(j') - sCfz;~J~) mo) IIT\A

~ Ilf-s(f') IIT\A+ IsCfz:~l~) IllmollT\A

=llf-s(f') IIT\A +IsCfz:~l~) IfT\)mol d,u

~ Ilf-s(f') IIT\A+ Is(j') (A) ,u(A) I
=11f' -s(j') IIT~ 11f' -milT
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for any m in M. Since MI is a subspace of M,
IIf-sI (f) IIT\A~Ill' -milT

=lIf-mIlT\A
for any m in MI • Thus SI (f) EPM1 (f). Therefor~ SI IS a linear
selection for PM in LI(T\A).

Frank Deutsch [lJ proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 5. 2. Let Xl ELl\ {O}. The following statements are
equivalent:

(1) P[X1) has a linear selection;
(2) SUPP (Xl) contains an atom and

IIxIII~2 max{lxI(A)/l(A) I : A is an atom};
(3) SUPP(XI) contains an atom A o such that

IIxIII~21 Xl (Ao) I/l (Ao).

In the following theorem, :we find that for an n-dimensional sub
space the result in [7J is an extension of Theorem 5. 2.

THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional subspace of Lr.
The following statements are equivalent:

(1) PM admits a linear selection;
(2) There exists a subset T I of T which contains exactly n atoms such

that for any mEM

f Im(t) Id/l~f Im(t) Id/l ;
T1 T\T1

(3) There exists a basis {mh m2, •••, mn} of M such that supp(mi)
contains an atom Ai for i=1,2, •••, n so that

IImill~2Imi(A;)/l(A;)I and mi(Aj ) =0 for i*j;
(4) There exists a basis {mh $2, •••, mn} of M and {Ah A 2, •••, An} C

To such that p[m;) has a linear selection for i=1,2, •••, n and mi(Aj ) =
o for i*j.

Proof. (1) => (2) is proven by Pei-Kee Lin [7J. In his proof, there
may have a gap. In fact, he proved that if PM has a selection, then
there exists an atom Al in T and ml*0 E M such that

Iml(AI)/l(AI) I~f Iml(t) Id/l.
T\Al

By the previous lemma, PM1 : L 1 (T\ {AI})~MI has a linear selection
where MI={mEMlm.(AI)=O}. Since ml*O, we can find a basis
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{ , '} f M Lt" ,m/ (AI) m for ;=2 ••• nmh m2,"',mn 0 . e m/ =m/ ml(A
I
) I .".

Then {mb m2", "', m,,"} is a basis of M. So we may assume MI has
n -1 dimension. By the same argument, there exist an atom A 2 in T
and m2*OEMI such that

1m2 (A2) f.t (A2) I~J \m2 (t) Idf.t.
T\CA1 UA2)

Replace ml by ml- :~~~:~ m2 if necessary. So we may assume ml (A2)

=0. Continuing this process up to n, there exists mh m2, "', mnEM
and {Ah A 2, "',A,,}=TIcTo such that m/(Aj ) =0 if i=f:j and

Imi(Ai)f.t(Ai) I~J Imi(t) Idf.t
T\Ai

=J Imi(t) \df.t (5-1)
T\T1

for any i=I,2, "', n. By (5-1), IImill~2Im/(Ai)f.t(Ai)\ for any i=l,
2, "', n. Since m/(Aj ) =0 if i*j, {mh m2, "', mn} is a basis for M.
Thus we proved (1) => (3).

(3) => (2) Suppose that (3) holds. Since {mh m2, "', m,,} is a basis
of M, for any mEM, m=alml+a2m2+"'+anmn' Then

JT1 Im(t) Idf.t=i~ laillm/(Ai)f.t(A/) I

~i~laiIJT\Tilmi(t) Idf.t

=± r laimi(t) Idf.ti=:J T\T1

=J ±la.-mi(t) Idf.t
T\ T1i=1

~J I'taimi(t) \df.t
T\ T1 i=1

=J Imldf.t.T\T1
Thus for any m E M,

J \m(t) ldf.t~J Imldf.t.
T1 T\ T1

Therefore (3) => (2) is proved.
(2) => (1) is proven by Pei-Kee Lin [7J.
(3) ~(4) By Theorem 5.2, it is obvious.

REMARK. F. Deutsch [IJ proved (1) ~ (2) ~ (3) when dim M=I.
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Pei-Kee Lin [7J proved (1) {:} (2). In fact, he proved (1) {:} (3).

6. Linear selections in Co(T)

Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space of all real-valued conti·
nuous functions x on T which "vanish at infinity" (i. e., {tE T : Ix
(t) I~e} is compact for every e>O) and endowed with the uniform
norm: I\xl\=sup{lx(t) I : tE T}. When T is actually compact, Co(T)
reduces to the space C(T) of all continuous functions on T.

A point tE T is called an isolated point if the set {t} is open.

THEOREM 6.1. Let T be an n-dimensional subspace of Co(T). The
following statements are equivalent:

(l) PM admits a linear selection.;
(2) There exists a basis {mb mz, ..•, mn} of M and n isolated points

{tb tz, "', t n} uch that mi (tj) =Oij for i, j=I, 2, "', n and card (supp (mi»
~2 for i=I, 2, "., n;

(3) There exists a basis {mb mz, .'., mn} of M such that card (supp
(mi» ~2 for i=I,2, .'., n;

(4) Let To be the union of all isolated points of T. Then there exist
k

k disjoint subsets Bb Bz, .", B,. of To such that M=EB M i where M i is
i=l

either C(Bi) or a hyperplane of C(Bi) for i=I, 2, .••, k;
(5) Let To be the union of all isolated points of T. Then there exist

I

1+1 disjoint subsets Do, Db .", D1 of To such that M=C (Do)E!J (EB M i)
i=l

where M i is either C(Di) or a hyperplane of C(Di) for i=I, 2, ·,·,1;

Proof. Pei-Kee Lin [7J proved (1):::;> (3).
(3) :::;> (2) Suppose that (3) holds. By the elementary property, we

can find n isolated points {tb t2, ' .., tn} such that mi (tj) =Oij for i, j=
1,2, ..., n. Thus (3) :::;> (2).

(2) :::;> (4) In the proof of (3) :::;> (4), Pei-Kee Lin defined irvj if
SUPpmi n suppmj=Fljj. He said "rv" is an equivalence relation on {1,2,
.. ', n}. But it is not true because it does not satisfy the transitive law.
Let supp mi= {Si> S2}, suppmj= {S2' tI1 and supp m,. = {th t2} with SI*
t2. Then irvj and jrvk but not irvk. But if we assume that (2) holds,
then "rv" is an equivalence relation on {I, 2, .. ', n}. Then Pei-Kee
Lin's proof works for (2) :::;> (4) .
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(4) => (5) Suppose that (4) holds. Let Q) be the collection of B i

which Mi=C(B i ). Put D o= U B i and l=k-the number of sets in Q).
B;ED

Then C (Do) = EB C (Bi ). Rearrange 1 distinct subsets which are not
B,ED

I

contained in Q) as D1, D2, "', Dz. Thus M=C(Do) EB (EB M i) where
i=1

M i is a hyperplane of C (D i ).

(5) => (4) is obvious.
(4) => (1) is proved by Pei-Kee Lin [7J.

REMARK. F. Deutsch Cl] proved (1) {:? (3) wheu dimM = 1. P.-K.
Lin proved (1) {:? (3) {:? (4).
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